THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES
tradition, and in 1287 Ae end came. A fine was laid upon
them, legal enough but excessive, amounting to something like
a third of a million pounds of our money. They were already
vastly reduced in wealth, and the burden crippled them.
Within three years the whole ruined community was exiled,
the sailors who had the carrying of them abroad plundered
them—and in some cases murdered them. The criminals were
punished, but popular anger was only the more aroused, and
the King, by this last measure of exile, drew upon himself the
praise and congratulations of all his people. The clergy and
the laity combined to vote him great sums in compensation
for what he had lost by revoking the Jewish monopoly. So
ended the "King's licence." A certain number remained in
the island as crypto-Jews, but no formally admitted Jewish
community was present in England until long after the Refor-
mation, until England was completely Protestant—that is, for
nearly four hundred years after Edward's day.
Death of Edward L In the midsummer of 1307, as he
was preparing to march northward against the scattered bands
of Bruce, Edward had concentrated his army at Carlisle. Its
first units had already gone forward when the King's weakness,
which was increasing and almost prevented his sitting his
horse, told him that he was doomed. He advanced a few
miles, and then submitted to death, passing on Friday, July 7
of that year (1307). "Edward, King of England, passed out-
ward from this our light, and may his soul be gathered into
Paradise"—those were the words in which contemporaries
recorded their mourning for the greatest of the English kings.
THE END OF THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES:
EDWARD II
The Danger of Decline. After any great period of
energy and success there must be some reaction, and it was
clear at the beginning of the fourteenth century that the glory
inherited from the thirteenth would decline. But the process
need not have been continuous. There was no reason why the
old high civilization of the Middle Ages, which reached its
summit in England under Edward I and which was so splendid
throughout Europe, should not have maintained a level course
for centuries to come, had it not been for the sudden and

